According to recently released statistics, one-fifth of all US citizens are Tea Party Supporters: predominately white conservatives convinced of the ‘evils’ of the Obama administration. Taking their cue from the defining protest in American history, The Boston Tea Party of 1773 in which the slogan ‘no taxation without representation’ inspired the colonists to revolt against the British, today’s tea party proponents apply their heady brew of T.E.A. (Taxed Enough Already) protests to focus on the White House's penchant for social spending, the perils of government controlled health care, not to speak of the menace of immigration. No tea-drinking pussycats, the growing legions of these supporters call for immediate political action to overturn federal legislation including the 2009-2010 Health Care reform bill and the 2008 Emergency Economic Stabilization Act. Tea parties have gathered enormous momentum since 2009 with millions of frenzied supporters expected at cross-country rallies this summer. ‘Our idea is essentially to act as ferocious as we are about our government being fiscally responsible as we will about our political process.’

Today’s tea party proponents apply their heady brew of T.E.A. (Taxed Enough Already) protests to focus on the White House’s penchant for social spending, the perils of government controlled health care, not to speak of the menace of immigration.

European intellectuals, who once dismissed Tea Party proponents as silly US right-wingers with a laughable programme, have subdued their criticism as they deal with the results of recent elections in the Netherlands and Belgium. Agendas that once lurked beneath a murky surface are now the talk of the town in Amsterdam and Brussels. Breaking news on the infamous Huffington Post includes a call for advice on the part of a European Labour politician just in case the Tea Party movement gains momentum with Europe’s disgruntled right-wingers. With the rise of the right in Europe and Tea Party challenges in the US, the choice for consistent and fair-minded Supreme Court justices has become even more imperative.

Recently, Tea Party supporters have turned their attention to the hallowed halls of the Supreme Court.

On May 10, 2010, President Obama’s announced Solicitor General Elena Kagan as his Supreme Court nominee to replace John Paul Stevens. Immediately the quest for ‘who is Ms. Kagan’ in terms of legal and political stance roared into top gear. Every phrase that the former Harvard Law School Dean had published, pronounced or whispered was analyzed by the punditocracy.

Is she an activist or restrained interpreter is the burning question. Will Ms. Kagan embrace the activism of liberals whose ‘living’ Constitution leads to an open interpretation of the sacred document or will Ms. Kagan take a restrained, literal approach to Constitutional interpretation? The New York Times provided a blow-by-blow description of Ms. Kagan’s 1983 Oxford graduate thesis in which Ms. Kagan’s statement, ‘it is not necessarily wrong or invalid’ for a judge ‘to try to mold and steer the law’ to support socially valid ends put her directly in the judicial activist camp. Other interpretations of the same thesis in the traditionally conservative Wall Street Journal.
came to diametrically opposed conclusions centering on Ms. Kagan’s criticism of the notoriously liberal Earl Warren’s Supreme Court. ‘Why should nine appointed lawyers play so large a role in a democratic nation? Only because these nine lawyers arrive at their decisions in a unique and inherently valuable way, only because these lawyers resolve all issues by reference to law and legal principle […] only the methods of principal and reason can justify supreme judicial authority in a political democracy […] only those methods can ensure that such opinions will have a lasting effect.’

Tea Party activists chipped away at Ms Kagan’s statement that ‘foreign law is relevant in at least some contexts.’ Kagan’s support for mandatory courses on international and comparative law at Harvard Law School was taken as proof of her liberal activist leanings and ‘raise serious questions about how she would follow the US Constitution if confirmed.’

Is Elena Kagan an activist or restrained interpreter is the burning question

To enter into the fray of judicial activism with its built-in fear of a judge imposing personal politics into a judicial decision is far beyond the scope of a reflective memo. The colourful Supreme Court orator Antonin Scalia delivered the following remarks at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars in Washington, D.C. on March 14, 2005.

Tea leaves might provide a better answer than analysis as Ms. Kagan’s record is mixed indeed

History might have the last word as we await Ms. Kagan’s confirmation and the Tea Party summer convention season slows down in September. Justice Felix Frankfurter (Supreme Court 1939-1962) frequently complained of his activist colleague Earl Warren’s shoddy research and penchant for pushing change too quickly. Yet, to allay the fears of those who occupy their time by labeling judicial interpreters as members of a particular camp, Frankfurter called for active restraint. Never fear, Frankfurter noted, ‘as a member of this court I am not justified in writing my private notions of policy into the Constitution, no matter how deeply I may cherish them or how mischievous I may deem their disregard.’
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11 Associate Justice Frankfurter went down in US legal history as the chief proponent of the concept known as judicial restraint with its hands-off approach in terms of the Constitution’s ability to limit the executive branch.